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AB
    MINUTES OF THE PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION COMMITTEE 

HELD AT THE TOWN HALL, PETERBOROUGH ON 27 SEPTEMBER 2016

Members Present: Councillors Harper (Chairman), Serluca (Vice Chairman), Bull, Casey, 
Hiller, Stokes, Sylvester, Clark, Bond, and Ash

Officers Present:  Lee Collins, Development Management Manager
Nick Harding, Head of Planning
Matthew Thomson, Senior Development Management Officer
Ruth Lea, Senior Lawyer Growth and Regeneration
Simon Ireland, Principal Engineer (Highways)
Pippa Turvey, Senior Democratic Services Officer

1. Apologies for Absence

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Martin.

2. Declarations of Interest

No declarations of interest were received.

3.    Members’ Declaration of intention to make representations as Ward Councillor

No Members’ declaration of intention to make representations as Ward Councillors 
were received.

4. Development Control and Enforcement Matters

4.1 16/01013/FUL – Fenvale, Crowland Road, Eye, Peterborough

The Committee was presented with an application for the change of use to one 
extended gypsy and traveller pitch at Fenvale, Crowland Road, Eye, Peterborough, 
comprising of two static caravans, two tourers, utilities on existing nursery hard 
standing. 

The Development Management Manager provided an overview of the application and 
highlighted a number of key issues within the report and update report. 

Councillor Casey declared that one of the objectors was known to him, however they 
had not discussed the application and it would not affect his decision.

Councillor Allen and Councillor Brown, Ward Councillors, addressed the Committee 
and responded to questions from Members. In summary the key points highlighted 
included:

 Local residents opposed the proposals, however many were reluctant to 
come forward through fear of intimidation.

 The existence of an underground bunker beneath the application site was 
raised, which had previously been used as an illegal drug farm.
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 It was believed that the proposal would have an unacceptable and adverse 
impact on neighbouring properties, as a result of its proximity within a rural 
environment.

 The land was considered to be more appropriate for agricultural use.
 The suitability of access to the land was questioned, as well as concerns 

raised in relation to the impact on road safety by additional use. 
 It was noted that the site was considered to be at risk of flooding, but did not 

have a history of it.

Mr Stewart Jackson MP addressed the Committee and responded to questions from 
Members. In summary the key points highlighted included:

 It was considered that the proposals were unsuitable for the application site 
and reflected a breach of Council policy through the breaching of the village 
envelope. 

 Concern was raised that families would be residing on a dangerous site. 
 It was believed that the application before Committee was essentially similar 

to the previous site application, and, as such, should be refused for similar 
reasons of adverse harm an impact on the area. 

 The consultation undertaken was thought to be below normal standards.
 It was noted that there was already 10 pitches set aside in the area for the 

gypsy and traveller stops.
 It was queried why the Human Rights Act had been mentioned in the report, 

as this was not normal for planning applications. 
 It was considered that the application should be determined on planning 

grounds and not what the potential amount an appeal might cost.
 The Flood Risk Management Assessment was believed to be out of date.
 The application was considered to be unstable for the location and would 

have an adverse impact on the amenities of neighbouring dwellings.

Mr John Johnston and Mr David Harrington addressed the Committee in objection to 
the application and responded to questions from Members. In summary the key 
points highlighted included:

 It was accepted that the previous activity on the site was not a material 
consideration, however the loss of amenity that would be experienced by 
residents was. 

 It was further noted that the quality of life of neighbour residents would be 
negatively impacted. 

 Suggestion was made that the site had been deliberately allowed to run down 
in order to make a planning application such as this. 

 The sequential test submitted by the applicant was thought to be weak.
 Mr Johnston had lived in the property neighbouring the application site for 30 

years and had worked with the Council to reinstate the wildlife population.
 5,000 trees had been planted in this time, attracting hundreds of birds, newts, 

and other wildlife.
 The application would reflect a loss of amenity and privacy and, in light of 

previous experience, it was considered that the application would cause 
intimidation to neighbours. 

 Concern was expressed in relation to a potential increase in anti-social 
behaviour, including litter, dogs, and fireworks.

 The nearest facilities to the site were north of Eye Green, around 550 metres 
away. There was no footpath available for use.
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 The line of trees that surrounding the site were erected in the past to act as a 
visual shield. The trees, however, were not considered to be natural in the 
landscape.

Mr Barry Nicholls, Agent, addressed the Committee in support of the application and 
responded to questions from Members. In summary the key points highlighted 
included:

 The current owner of the site was not the application, however, it was 
intended for the applicant to take over ownership if permission was granted.

 No objection had been received from the Local Highways Authority or the 
drainage board.

 It was advised that a footpath did exist on the opposite side of the road.
 The site was considered to be well screen and, as such, would not cause any 

harmful detrimental impact.
 A permanent power supply to the site would be pursued if permission 

granted.
 The report set out that officers accepted the proposal was not in an 

unsustainable location.
 The proposals included 2 static caravans that would be occupied. The touring 

caravans were season and would not be occupied. 
 The applicant was happy to accept all the proposed conditions and thanked 

officers for their work.
 Mr Nicholls clarified that vehicle movement was expected to be relatively low 

on the site and that the two touring caravans would not be occupied.

In response to questions from the Committee the Development Management 
Manager advised that there were no facilities in Eye Green, but facilities were 
available in Eye, approximately 2 kilometres away. A footpath was present along 
Crowland Road past the site to Eye Green, although this was overgrown. The site 
had been assessed since inception as a greenfield site. It was noted that the Human 
Rights Act was often referenced in relation to gypsy and traveller sites. As such, 
officers felt that they would be remiss not consider it.

A question was raised in relation to policy PP02, design quality, and making a 
positive contribution to the surrounding area. The Development Management 
Manager advised that the position of the proposed caravans and the surrounding 
landscaping was considered to mitigate any potential negative impact. 

It was further advised that the police had not been consulted on the application, and 
were not required to be, as the design of the proposals were not anticipated to 
increase the fear or level of crime. 

The Committee considered the application and it was noted that the proposals were 
not considered to make a positive contribution to the surrounding area. It was, 
however, recognised that special exception was made to Council policy in relation to 
gypsy and traveller sites. A number of the points raised by objectors, while pertinent, 
were not considerable by the Committee. It was considered that, overall, the 
application was sufficiently strong that there was not any grounds to refuse.

A motion was proposed and seconded to agree that permission be granted, as per 
officer recommendation. The motion was carried seven voting in favour, three voting 
against, and none abstained from voting.
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RESOLVED: (seven voted in favour, three voted against, none abstained from 
voting) that planning permission is GRANTED subject to the conditions set out in the 
report.

Reasons for the decision:

Subject to the imposition of the attached conditions, the proposal was acceptable having been 
assessed in the light of all material considerations, including weighing against relevant 
policies of the development plan and specifically:

- It had been demonstrated that there were no sequentially preferable sites that were 
available situated within a location with a lesser risk of flooding, the development 
would be resilient to flooding and it had been demonstrated there would be a 
community benefit, therefore the proposal would accord with Policies CS9 and CS22 
of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Paragraphs 100-104 of the 
National Planning Policy Framework (2012)

- the proposed development would not have an unacceptable impact on the amenities of 
neighbouring properties, that the site was within a reasonable distance of local 
services and facilities, that there was sufficient parking and has a safe vehicular 
access, and would therefore accord with Policies CS9 and CS16 of the Peterborough 
Core Strategy DPD (2011) and PP12 and PP13 of the Peterborough Policies DPD 
(2012).

- the proposed development would not have an unacceptable impact on the landscape 
character of the area, nor would it result in a unacceptable cumulative impact with 
other developments of a similar type within the locality, and would therefore accord 
with Policies CS9 and CS16 of the Peterborough.

4.2 16/01168/FUL – Land to the Rear of 37 and 39 Lincoln Road, Glinton, 
Peterborough

The Committee was presented with an application for a proposed two bedroom 
bungalow at land to the rear of 37 and 39 Lincoln Road, Glinton, Peterborough.

The Senior Development Management Officer provided an overview of the 
application and highlighted a number of key issues within the report and update 
report. 

Councillor Johnson, Glinton Parish Council, addressed the Committee and 
responded to questions from Members. In summary the key points highlighted 
included:

 In 2012 an application on this site was refused and a subsequent appeal 
dismissed, as it was considered it would spoil the amenity of neighbouring 
dwellings. 

 In 2015 the application was resubmitted and the Committee approved the 
application. 

 The dwelling had now been put up for sale and an application had been 
submitted for a further increase in size. 

 It was considered that any further increase in the footprint of the property 
would have a negative impact on surrounding amenity.

Yasamine Watts, Garden Lodge Residential Care Home, addressed the Committee 
in objection to the application and responded to questions from Members. In 
summary the key points highlighted included:

 The new proposals brought the wall of the bungalow closer to the boundary 
fence of the Care Home.
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 The view from the Care Home sitting room would be blocked should the 
proposal be permitted.

 The proposals would impact on the tranquil setting of the Care Home and the 
peaceful surroundings enjoyed by residents. 

 It was believed that the hedge would have to be removed to allow for a fence 
to be erected.

In response to questions from the Committee the Head of Planning confirmed that 
the hedge and the fence along the boundary of the application site could be removed 
at any time, without the need for planning permission. 

The Committee considered the application and suggested that the proposed increase 
in the size of the bungalow was too great and would be detrimental to the amenity of 
neighbouring properties.

A motion was proposed to agree that permission be granted, as per officer 
recommendation. This motion was not seconded and, as such, fell. 

A motion was proposed and seconded to refuse permission, contrary to officer 
recommendation, as the proposal would negatively impact on the privacy of 
surrounding dwellings. The motion was carried eight voting in favour, two voting 
against, and none abstaining from voting.

RESOLVED: (eight voted in favour, two voted against, none abstained from voting) 
that planning permission is REFUSED for the reasons set out below.

Reasons for the decision:

It was considered that the proposal represented an intrusion on the privacy of the neighbour 
dwellings.

5. Planning Appeals Performance January – September 2016

The Development Management Manager presented a report to the Committee, which 
sought consideration of the Planning Service’s appeals performance and to identify if there 
were any lessons to be learnt from the decisions made.

The Committee discussed the report and raised several key points:
 The Committee should still feel confident resolved to go against officer 

recommendation, as long as reliable reasons were provided.
 The Committee should be content that it understands and considered policies 

appropriately and takes appropriate advice from officers. 
 Regular updates on the outcome of appeals were useful in order to review 

past decisions.

RESOLVED that the Committee notes past performance and outcomes.

Reasons for the decision:

It was useful for Committee to look at the Planning Service’s appeals performance 
and identify if there were any lessons to be learnt from the decisions made. This 
would help inform future decisions and potentially reduce costs.

6. Adoption of the Model Council Members’ Planning Code
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The Committee received a report that sought a recommendation to Council to adopt 
the updated Model Council Members Planning Code which had been produced by 
Lawyers in Local Government (LLG) and published in April 2014.

RESOLVED that Committee recommends to Council:

1) that the Model Planning Code is adopted to replace the current code in the Constitution.

Reasons for the decision:

The Model Code provided best practice for members at all times when involving themselves 
in the planning process.

Chairman
1.30pm – 3.50pm
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Planning and EP Committee 29 November 2016 Item 1

Application Ref: 16/01496/FUL 

Proposal: Conversion to 12x bedsitting rooms

Site: St Theresa’s House, Manor House Street, Peterborough, PE1 2TL
Applicant: Mr Zed Ahmed

Propertyline Limited
Agent: Mr Paul Sharman

Sharman Architecture
Referred by: Head of Planning Services
Reason: Previously considered by the Planning and Environmental 

Protection Committee  
Site visit: 02.08.2016

Case officer: Mr M A Thomson
Telephone No. 01733 453478
E-Mail: matt.thomson@peterborough.gov.uk

Recommendation: GRANT subject to relevant conditions  

1 Description of the site and surroundings and Summary of the proposal

Site Description
The application site is situated within the Park Conservation Area on a residential street. It 
comprises a locally listed former Victorian school which has a large flat roof extension to the side 
and rear. The application site has had a number of uses which included a homeless shelter and 
most recently it was occupied as an undertakers, receiving planning permission in 2011 (App Ref: 
11/00695/FUL). It would appear that the undertaker use ceased at least 18 months ago.

To the west is No. 17 Manor House Street; the lawful use of this building is offices however prior 
approval for conversion to 4x flats (App Ref: 16/00869/PRIOR) has been granted.  To the east is 
No.11 Manor House Street which is a residential property; both No's 11 and 17 are owned by the 
Applicant. The site has off-street parking to the rear, which is shared with No. 17 Manor House 
Street. 

History
In March 2016 planning permission was refused by the Planning and Environmental Protection 
Committee for 12x bedsits in line with Officer recommendation for the following reason: 

R1 Insufficient information has been submitted to demonstrate that satisfactory parking can be 
provided to serve the proposed development. Policy requires a maximum of 8x parking spaces to 
serve the existing office at 17 Manor House Street and 14x car parking spaces to serve the 
proposed bedsits. As a result of the proposed bedsit use, the existing office use would have a 
shortfall of 6x car parking spaces, and it is considered that the two uses operating side-by-side and 
using a shared car park would generate more parking demand than what can be accommodated 
on site. Further the proposed access is of substandard width and the associated intensification of 
the access and lack of parking being able to be accommodated  on-street to make up this shortfall 
would lead to vehicles undertaking unsafe manoeuvres causing a detriment to the safety of the 
users of the adjacent public highway. The Applicant has not been able to demonstrate that the on-
site shortfall can be made up through on-street provision, the proposal is therefore contrary to 
Policies PP12 and PP13 of the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012).

This application has been submitted to address this reason for refusal. 
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Proposal
The Applicant seeks consent to demolish part of the single storey side extension and convert the 
building into 12-bedsits with a shared kitchen/dining area. The scheme would replace/re-open the 
ground and first floor side facing windows. Part of the garden serving No.11 Manor House Street 
would be used to form car parking. 

18x car parking spaces are proposed to be formally laid out, four of which would serve the to-be 
converted offices at No. 17 Manor House Street.

2 Planning History

Reference Proposal Decision Date
11/00695/FUL Change of use to Undertakers (A1) Permitted 08/07/2011
15/01292/FUL Conversion to HMO providing 12 bedsitting 

rooms
Refused 14/03/2016

3 Planning Policy

Decisions must be taken in accordance with the development plan policies below, unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise.

Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990

Section 72 - General duty as respects conservation areas in exercise of planning functions. 
The Local Planning Authority has a statutory duty to have special regard to the desirability of 
preserving the Conservation Area or its setting, or any features of special architectural or historic 
interest which it possesses.

Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011)

CS01 - Settlement Hierarchy and the Countryside 
The location/ scale of new development should accord with the settlement hierarchy. Development 
in the countryside will be permitted only where key criteria are met.

CS02 - Spatial Strategy for the Location of Residential Development 
Provision will be made for an additional 25 500 dwellings from April 2009 to March 2026 in 
strategic areas/allocations.

CS16 - Urban Design and the Public Realm 
Design should be of high quality, appropriate to the site and area, improve the public realm, 
address vulnerability to crime, be accessible to all users and not result in any unacceptable impact 
upon the amenities of neighbouring residents.

CS17 - The Historic Environment 
Development should protect, conserve and enhance the historic environment including non-
scheduled nationally important features and buildings of local importance.

Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012)

PP01 - Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development 
Applications which accord with policies in the Local Plan and other Development Plan Documents 
will be approved unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  Where there are no relevant 
policies, the Council will grant permission unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
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PP02 - Design Quality 
Permission will only be granted for development which makes a positive contribution to the built 
and natural environment; does not have a detrimental effect on the character of the area; is 
sufficiently robust to withstand/adapt to climate change; and is designed for longevity.

PP03 - Impacts of New Development 
Permission will not be granted for development which would result in an unacceptable loss of 
privacy, public and/or private green space or natural daylight; be overbearing or cause noise or 
other disturbance, odour or other pollution; fail to minimise opportunities for crime and disorder.

PP04 - Amenity Provision in New Residential Development 
Proposals for new residential development should be designed and located to ensure that they 
provide for the needs of the future residents.

PP12 - The Transport Implications of Development 
Permission will only be granted if appropriate provision has been made for safe access by all user 
groups and there would not be any unacceptable impact on the transportation network including 
highway safety.

PP13 - Parking Standards 
Permission will only be granted if appropriate parking provision for all modes of transport is made 
in accordance with standards.

PP16 - The Landscaping and Biodiversity Implications of Development 
Permission will only be granted for development which makes provision for the retention of trees 
and natural features which contribute significantly to the local landscape or biodiversity.

PP17 - Heritage Assets 
Development which would affect a heritage asset will be required to preserve and enhance the 
significance of the asset or its setting.  Development which would have detrimental impact will be 
refused unless there are overriding public benefits.

Peterborough City Centre DPD (2014)

PCC10 - City North Policy Area 
Development will be acceptable provided that it respects the character and form of the surrounding 
area.  Housing proposals must assist in improving the quality of the housing stock and the 
residential environment.  Residential intensification through sub-division or the creation of HMOs 
will not be supported.
Development will be supported in principle where it:

- Involves replacement dwellings (subject to a density control)
- Improves the mix of uses, including especially open space and community facilities
- Complement/support community regeneration projects
- Improve pedestrian/cycle connectivity to the city core, especially North Westgate.

The Stanley Recreation Ground will be protected and enhanced.  Proposals for adjoining 
development should help to reconnect it and enhance the sense of safety.

Peterborough Local Plan 2016 to 2036 (Preliminary Draft)
This document sets out the planning policies against which development will be assessed. It will 
bring together all the current Development Plan Documents into a single document. Consultation 
on this document runs from 15 January to 25 February 2016. 
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At this preliminary stage the polices cannot be afforded any weight with the exception of the 
calculation relating to the five year land supply as this is based upon the updated Housing Needs 
Assessment and sites which have planning permission or which are subject to a current 
application. Individual policies are not therefore referred to further in this report.

4 Consultations/Representations

A Design and Access Statement did not accompany the application when it was originally 
submitted. This was secured by Officers who undertook a 21-day neighbour re-consultation. 
Consultees who provided comment before this document was submitted were also re-consulted.

Archaeological Officer (18.08.16)
No objection

Police Architectural Liaison Officer (PALO) (11.08.16)
No objection - Between now and 1st May (2015) there have been two incidents that relate to rough 
sleepers trespassing and removing boarded up areas of the site.  I would therefore consider the 
crime risk at present medium to low.  There are some areas that Mr Middlemass (former Police 
Architectural Liaison Officer) commented on last year that I believe are still relevant for this 
application: 
 
1.  For any site with more than 10 bedsits or apartments we would advise that a video and audio 
access control system is installed;
2.  Some secure cycle storage should be provided on the site - it may be appropriate to consider a 
Condition which requires the submission of detailed proposals in respect to Cycle security; and
3.  There is evidence that existing HMOs across the City experience high levels of burglary 
because the hardware and door security is poor for each room.  I would ask that consideration be 
given to the principles of Secured by Design so that external and internal doors and hardware are 
to the standard of PAS 242012 and windows that are ground floor and those that overlook flat roofs 
also be PAS 242012 with laminated glass. 

Update – With respect to the design and access statement there are concerns that a communal 
post box is to be situated in the lobby of the building entrance. The concern is that postal deliveries 
will be by a ‘trades’ button which reduces the security of the front door as there is lots of issues 
with doors being left ajar or wide open and not closed properly. We would prefer to see external 
post boxes for residents.  
 
Building Control Manager 
No comments received

PCC Transport & Engineering Services (10.08.16)
No objection - Whilst it is acknowledged that the access is clearly sub-standard in today's terms, 
the Local Highway Authority have to be mindful that it has existed for many years with no evidence 
of accidents as a result of it being narrow and sub-standard. It is further acknowledged that the site 
previously generated a similar amount of traffic, when taking in to account the recent prior approval 
consent for 17 Manor House Street (from offices to 4 dwellings) there would be adequate parking 
for both uses which is in accordance with Policy PP13.

Subject to a condition being appended to state that the prior approval consent for 17 Manor House 
Street (office to residential) is implemented before the occupation of the proposed 12x bedsits the 
Local Highway Authority do not raise objection to the proposal 

Conditions are also sought with respect to the provision of parking and turning for vehicles, cycle 
parking and temporary facilities.

Update – No change to the comments issued. 
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Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue Service 
No comments received

PCC Pollution Team 
No comments received

Waste Management (17.08.16)
No objection - With regards to waste collection they have provided space for what looks like 2 x 
1100L bins, and a separate area for another 1100L bin. It looks like they will have room for 
communal bins and food waste too.

The distance from the highway to the bin store is more than 10m, this will be a problem and either 
the bins will need to be moved to within 10m on collection day or the bin store moved within 10m of 
the highway. The bins could be stored through the gate on the right of the property and an access 
made to the highway. It looks like the only place that won't impede access for vehicles parking at 
the rear.

Update – With respect to the submitted design and access statement they will need to 
accommodate 2 x 1100 bins and 2 x 360 bins.

PCC Conservation Officer (30.09.16)
No objection - The dormer windows to the north elevation are a feature of the building and are 
retained.  The top part of the windows are over boarded in timber. From Manor House Street only a 
narrow view of the north elevation is gained along the passageway access. It is proposed to 
replace these windows with uPVC windows.  The lower windows on show are modern timber with 
a single top opening light.  The design of replacement windows can be conditioned, and this can 
take into account what is revealed in removing the timber over boarding.  Appropriately finished 
flush fitting casement style windows would be appropriate and would have little visual impact on 
Manor House Street.   

A conservation area is an area of... “Special architectural or historic interest, the character or 
appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance” (Section 69 of The 1990 Planning 
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act).  Conservation areas are designated by the local 
authorities to protect an area's special character and appearance.

The main qualities that define the special character of the Park Conservation Area are its physical 
appearance and history, i.e. its form and architectural detailing of buildings, historical development 
greenery and building features.  The character of individual parts of the Park conservation area 
differ, and reflect periods of historical development.  Contrasts between the appearance of areas 
and the combination of buildings of various ages, materials and styles also contribute to its 
character.

This planning application will be determined on the planning merits of the proposal and present 
planning policies. 

From a heritage consideration the proposed alterations can be supported and the external work will 
preserve the character and appearance of this part of the Park Conservation Area.

Local Residents/Interested Parties 

Initial consultations: 47
Total number of responses: 13
Total number of objections: 13
Total number in support: 0
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Two petitions have been received, signed by a number of properties on Manor House Street. 
Further to this 7x letters of representation have been received raising the following concerns: 

- The access road has not changed, it is dangerous, it would lead to an intensification of the 
access, both in terms of traffic but also the access would be used all year around; 

- The area is densely overpopulated and there is insufficient on-street parking. Future 
occupiers would be eligible for two parking permits each; 

- The bin collection point is too far from the road; 
- Rear car parking courts should ideally serve no more than six dwellings; this would serve 

16x dwellings; 
- No pedestrian access to the car park; 
- The parking figures provided as part of the last committee are out of date;
- when the property operated as a funeral home no more than 5x cars parked in the car park, 

and sometimes had vehicles reversing onto the road. The most people there were 8, not 
30+ as stated;

- There is a discrepancy in the number of bedsits and cycle spaces proposed in the 
supporting information; 

- The submitted car park layout is not to standard, for example some bays are too narrow. 
The car park should be future proofed for vehicle sizes and there are no details of lighting; 

- There is no light period outside peak office and school hours; there is no school nearby; 
- The external changes to the building would be visible from the road and would have an 

impact on the Conservation Area; 
- The proposed development is unsuitable and it contravenes the Park Conservation Area 

appraisal, the inferior and poor quality housing would materially affect the ambience of the 
street; 

- The introduction of this HMO (12x beds, 24x persons) would not create an inclusive 
community, it would irrevocably devastate it; 

- There are already a number of properties that have been turned into bedsits; 
- Rubbish disposal at the front of the site would cause an eyesore; 
- This is a conservation area therefore surely no changes should be made. It is about the 

residents, not just bricks and mortar. It would affect the ambience of the street and quality 
of life of the residents; 

- Permission would be required to change to UPVC windows; 
- The Design and Access Statement states they wish to put a wall up at the front of the site, 

however but this cannot be done as this is a conservation area; 
- Impact on the amenity of residential amenity and quality of life of neighbours; 
- The proposal would result in a vulnerability to and fear of crime, as well as anti-social 

behaviour; 
- The proposal would result in the loss of garden to No. 11 Manor House Street; 
- The development would result in adverse noise, more so than the existing funeral home 

use; 
- With respect to the external changes at first floor the proposal would result in overlooking 

and loss of privacy to neighbours; 
- Devaluation of property;
- The other properties owned by the Applicant which are situated on Manor House Street are 

untidy and are poorly managed;
- No. 17 Manor House Street has consent to be converted to flats with a very small drying 

area to rear; this could result in future occupiers from drying clothes within their rooms; 
- A condition attached to the funeral home planning permission stated that the building 

should be used as an undertakers only, and for no other use; therefore why is this use 
being considered; 

- Condition 8 of the planning permission for the undertakers specifically said no external 
changes to the appearance of the building; 

- How does the LPA intend to control the number of future occupiers?; 
- the prior approval change of use at No. 17 Manor House Street overlap with what is 

proposed; 
- St Theresa and the adjoining properties (No's 11, 13-15 and 17 Manor House Street have 
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been shown to be for sale; 
- The previous application failed to assess the proposal against Policy CC10; which resists 

HMO's within the City North area;
- Why was No.17 MHS allowed to be changed from Offices to residential when the City 

Centre DPD resists the subdivision?;
- Housing Enforcement failed to notify the Planning Office of the number of HMO's within the 

locality; there is one at No. 11 Manor House Street; 
- The application form states 13x bedsits to be created, however the plan shows only 12; 

what is stopping them changing it; 
- There is a development at Manor House (adjacent) for 6x units; 
- The development would increase the number of pedestrians that use Manor House Street; 
- Planning should ban parking services from issuing scratch/visitor parking permits;  
- The overuse of this site contravenes planning rules; 
- Instances where letters of representation have not been received;
- The Applicant must be made to convert the offices at No. 17 Manor House Street to 

residential before work can start to St Theresa's'; and
- A scheme for two homes or 3 flats would be a more appropriate use of the land. 

Stewart Jackson MP has submitted the following letter of objection; 

'I write to strongly OBJECT to this application and I trust that it will be subject to a report to the 
Planning and Environmental Protection Committee in due course.

I believe that is an over intensive use of the property, will impact on the residential amenity and 
quality of life of neighbours. I also believe that there is insufficient parking provision on site, in a 
residential street between two main arterial roads (Park Road and Lincoln Road respectively) and 
in an area which is also very densely populated. It is an unsuitable development and is not 
materially different from previous substandard applications. 

I also believe that there is potential overlooking issues in respect of neighbouring properties.

It contravenes the March 2007 Park Conservation Area Appraisal document, in that it allows 
inferior and poor quality housing facilities in a Conservation Area materially affects the ambience of 
this Victorian street'. 

5 Assessment of the planning issues

1) Principle of Development
The application site is situated within the City Centre and therefore the principle of residential 
development is acceptable and accords with Policy CS1 and CS2 of the Peterborough Core 
Strategy DPD (2011), which seeks to provide 4,300 dwellings within the City Centre by 2026. 

Policy CC10 does state that within the City North Area 'the intensification of residential use through 
the subdivision of existing properties, including the creation of Houses in Multiple Occupation, will 
not be supported'. It is emphasised that St Theresa's is not a residential property, it has planning 
permission to be used as an Undertakers, which is an A1 use class, and therefore the proposed 
development is not contrary to this policy. 

A letter of representation has stated that there are already a number of HMO's within the area, 
however the Housing Enforcement team do not have a record of all properties that have been 
converted to HMO. This is partly due to the fact that it is possible to convert a residential dwelling 
to a 6-person HMO without planning permission. In any case, because the rooms have their own 
private facilities, this proposed development does not fall within the definition of a House in Multiple 
Occupation. 
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2) Access and Parking
The Local Highway Authority do not object to the proposal. 

The previous planning application (App Ref: 15/01292/FUL) was refused by the Planning and 
Environmental Planning Committee in line with Officer recommendation due to a lack of parking in 
combination with a sub-standard access; the lack of parking was in part due to the fact the rear 
yard area was being shared by an office at No. 17 Manor House Street (also owned by the 
Applicant). It was concluded by Officers that on-street parking is in high demand, and as the 
application site was situated outside of the City Core, satisfactory on-site parking was required to 
be provided. 

The significant change since the previous application was considered by the PEP Committee is 
that the next door property (No.17 Manor House Street) has received prior approval for the change 
of use from offices to 4x residential dwellings. This has reduced the required number of car parking 
spaces for that property from 8x to 4x. With this in mind, and the fact that the proposal would 
create 12x bedsits, a total of 12x car parking spaces and 2x visitor spaces is required to be 
provided to meet adopted standards. 18x spaces is shown on the layout plan and the development 
is therefore policy compliant. 

With respect to the access the Local Highway Authority acknowledges that the access is sub-
standard and could be used at all hours, however the existing use of the land is as an Undertakers. 
It is noted from letters of representation that attendance at the undertakers was typically low, and 
the reason for this could be why the business was not successful, however the site could 
reasonably generate a significant number of trips. With this in mind the Local Highway Authority 
have not raised a highway safety objection given that sufficient car parking to serve the 
development can be provided on site. 

Letters of representation have stated that there is a lack of on-street parking; however sufficient 
off-street parking has been provided to serve the development in accordance with PP13. Residents 
have requested that the LPA prevent future occupiers from purchasing scratch cards / visitor 
passes from parking services, however this could not be done by the use of planning condition(s). 

A letter of representation has referred to best practice guidance, which states that no more than six 
dwellings should be served by a private garage court, pedestrian access should be marked out, 
and that some of the bays are not of sufficient size. However the parking court is already existing, 
currently serving properties which have lawful use as office (or residential should this be 
implemented) and an undertakers. The proposed parking layout works and is a betterment than the 
existing informal parking arrangement. 

To ensure that sufficient parking is achieved on site, a condition is recommended ensuring that the 
prior approval at 17 Manor House Street is implemented before development of St Theresa occurs. 

3) Design, Layout and Impact on a Building of Local Importance and the Conservation Area 
Policies CS16 and PP2 seek to ensure any development would not have an adverse impact on the 
character of the area. Policies CS17 and PP17 seek to ensure that any development would 
preserve or enhance the Conservation Area. 

The single storey flat roof side extension, the rearmost part of which is to be demolished, is of no 
architectural or historic merit and its partial demolition is accepted. 

There would be no fundamental changes to the front of the building. The dormer windows along 
the western elevation are a feature of the building even though an appreciation of them is only 
gained from the passageway access. In accordance with Conservation advice these dormer 
windows would be retained and re-used along with the insertion of roof lights. The alteration to 
form the ground floor windows (west) would not be readily visible from Manor House Street with 
appropriately finished windows. These details could be secured by way of planning condition(s). 
On this basis the Councils Conservation Officer raises no objection. 
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Waste - The Council's Waste team has advised that the development would be required to provide 
2 x 1100 bins and 2 x 360 bins; these details can be secured by planning condition. It is noted that 
the proposed location of bins at the rear of the site would exceed distances the Council refuse 
collection teams would collect from the highway, however it is understood that the development 
would continue to utilise a private refuse collection company.  

Subject to securing details of materials and openings, boundary walling and no storage of bins at 
the front of the site by way of planning condition(s) the proposed works are not considered to harm 
the locally listed building and would preserve the setting of the Conservation Area, and accord with 
Policies CS16 and CS17 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and PP2 and PP17 of the 
Peterborough Policies DPD (2012). 

4) Amenity of Existing and Future Occupiers
Policy PP3 seeks to ensure that any development would not result in an unacceptable overbearing 
impact, loss of privacy, light or amenity to neighbouring properties. Policy PP4 seeks to ensure that 
the development would provide satisfactory living condition for future occupiers. 

Letters of representation have raised concern that the proposed use would result in harm to 
neighbour amenity generated by the coming and going of occupiers of the bedsits, as well as 
issues of noise, overlooking and a loss of privacy. 

It is noted that the proposed use would be an intensification when compared against the current 
approved use as an undertakers, as it would generate more pedestrian movements to and from the 
site at all hours. However the application site is situated within a residential area that is a short 
walking distance from the City Centre. Within the fringes of the City Centre these areas typically 
experience a higher number of coming and goings and it is not considered that an unacceptably 
harmful impact on the amenity of adjoining properties would occur. This has been balanced against 
securing a future use for this locally listed building, which is currently vacant. 

Letters of representation from residents have raised concerns about a loss of privacy. Flat 8 and 
11 would utilise east facing openings, however if planning permission were granted these openings 
could be obscurely glazed and fixed shut by way of planning condition. These flats have a principal 
outlook to the east and north respectively. The first floor west facing windows would serve a 
landing; as these are public areas and not principal rooms the inter-relationship with No. 17 Manor 
House Street is accepted as occupiers would only use this area for circulation. 

The main areas to each of the proposed flats would be served by a main window. It is noted that 
Flat 5 and 6 would have secondary windows onto the western access road, however these 
windows could be conditioned to utilise obscure glazing and be fixed shut. Flat 2 would benefit 
from a small amenity courtyard; a condition could be used to ensure that this is for the benefit of 
this flat only, and is considered to off-set an otherwise poor outlook from principal rooms. The flats 
would benefit from an outdoor amenity area to rear as well as a communal kitchen area. 

Flat 10 proposes an east facing window which looks towards No. 11 Manor House Street, which is 
owned by the Applicant. When reviewing the outlook from this room given the angles involved it is 
not considered that this window would result in an adverse level of overlooking to No.11's primary 
amenity space and the relationship is accepted. 

It is noted that part of the garden to No. 11 would be reduced to provide parking, however this 
property would retain a usable garden and there are areas of open space within a 5 minute walking 
distance, such as the Stanley Recreation Ground and the Cathedral Square. As such the reduction 
in garden is accepted in this instance. 
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The proposed car park would be situated adjacent to the rear garden serving No. 9 Manor House 
Street, however this property’s garden is 26metres in depth and only the bottom end would be 
affected. Given the size of the garden and the fact that there would be a 2m high boundary fence 
to be secured as part of a hard landscaping condition, the proposed car park would not have an 
adverse impact on the amenity of this property. 

Subject to utilising conditions to secure obscure glazing and non-openable windows and details of 
hard landscaping the proposal is not considered to harm the amenity of neighbouring occupiers 
and subject to ensuring internal noise is mitigated through sound proofing, satisfactory amenity for 
future occupiers could be secured. 

5) Crime 
The crime statistics for the area indicate the area as having a low to moderate risk of crime and 
anti-social behaviour, taking into consideration its close proximity to the City Centre. The Police 
Architectural Liaison Officer notes that Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) can make a valuable 
contribution to private rented stock, however concentrations of HMO's can result in environmental 
and social problems associated with the more intensive use of a property. The Council's Housing 
Enforcement team previously advised that there are no known Houses in Multiple Occupation on 
Manor House Street, the closest being situated on Park Road, although there are properties on 
Manor House Street which have been converted to flats. 

Letters of representation have raised concern that the proposal would result in an increase in and 
fear of crime, as well as anti-social behaviour. However, there is no evidence to suggest that this 
would be the case. 

The Police Architectural Liaison Officer (PALO) raises no objection, however should planning 
permission be granted the PALO recommends that conditions be attached securing details of 
access control, secure cycle storage as well as a lighting scheme alley and rear yard. Subject to 
these conditions the proposal would accord with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy 
DPD (2011). 

6) Biodiversity
Policy PP16 seeks to ensure any development would not have an adverse impact on the 
Biodiversity of the site.

The application site is a Victorian School and further to receiving comments from the Council's 
Wildlife Officer the site has potential to contain bats and nesting birds. An ecological assessment 
for protected species was previously submitted (JDE Ecology Ltd (15.12.15) advising that the 
building was well pointed and there was no access to the loft; having inspected the loft area it was 
concluded that no bat roosts or nesting birds were found to be within the building. It was advised 
that the building was of negligible potential to support roosting bats and no further survey or 
mitigation was required. The survey was found to be acceptable by the Council's Wildlife Officer, 
however were permission granted a condition would be attached to install bird boxes for house 
sparrows prior to occupation of the development. This would enhance the biodiversity value of the 
site.

7) Other Matters
Letters of representation have also raised the following matters which have not been covered 
above; 

- Management of the site - Concerns have been raised with respect to the management of 
the site; this is a matter for the operator to address. Whilst letters have referred to other 
properties on Manor House Street, there is nothing to suggest that the development as 
submitted would be of a low quality. 
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- Construction Traffic - Any construction traffic would be for a temporary period, however if 
permission were granted given that the site is within a predominately residential area an 
hours of demolition and construction condition would be appropriate; 

- Devaluation of Property - This is not a planning matter and cannot legally be considered; 

- Why is this application being considered again? - Officers could refuse to validate an 
application if there has been a history of refusals and there is no material change in the 
application(s). There have however been material changes which have been assessed 
above. 

- No. 17 Manor House Street has consent to be converted to flats with a very small drying 
area to rear; this could result in future occupiers from drying clothes within their rooms - 
This would be a case of buyer beware. 

- A condition attached to the funeral home planning permission stated that the building 
should be used as an undertakers only, and for no other use - This was to prevent the 
building from becoming another use that would fall within an A1 use class, such as a small 
supermarket; 

- the prior approval change of use at No. 17 Manor House Street overlap with what is 
proposed - Providing that the prior approval change of scheme is implemented before the 
works to St Theresa both schemes would work in terms of vehicle and cycle parking; 

- St Theresa and the adjoining properties (No's 11, 13-15 and 17 Manor House Street) have 
been shown to be for sale - This is not a material planning consideration. As far as Officers 
are aware the Applicants are as stated on the submitted application form; 

- The previous application failed to assess the proposal against Policy CC10; which resists 
HMO's within the City North area - Officers clarified this matter under 1) Principal of 
Development of the previous Committee report. 

- Why was No.17 MHS allowed to be changed from Offices to residential when the City 
Centre DPD resists the subdivision - Prior notification is covered by Part 3, Class O of the 
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (as 
amended) and is different to a planning application; 

- The application form states 13x bedsits to be created, however the plan shows only 12; 
what is stopping them changing it - As confirmed by the description of development this is 
an application for 12x bedsits only. Any additional bedsits would require planning 
permission. 

- There is a development at Manor House (adjacent) for 6x units and there is a planning 
application at 16-18 Manor House Street which has been submitted seeking change of use 
from Offices to 6x residential flats under App Ref; 16/01800/FUL - This could be undertaken 
as a prior notification application, as set out above, however the developers have chosen to 
submit a planning application. For the avoidance of doubt at the time of writing this report 
the Case Officer has been advised 6x off-street parking spaces have been secured to serve 
this neighbouring development, and has no bearing on this planning application. 

- The development would increase the number of pedestrians that use Manor House Street - 
This would likely be the case however this is not a planning matter. There are no highway 
safety objections raised. 

- The overuse of this site contravenes planning rules - The Local Planning Authority do not 
have minimum space standards with respect to accommodation, however sufficient car 
parking has been secured based on the number of bedrooms and there are areas of open 
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space within the locality that future occupiers could use. 

- Instances where neighbour letters have not been received - Officers have been advised 
that a neighbour did not receive a notification letter with respect to the latest round of 
consultation (September); however Council records show that a letter was sent to this 
address. The LPA is not responsible for the postal service delivering letters.

- A scheme for two homes or 3 flats would be a more appropriate use of the land - This is 
noted however this is not the scheme put forward to the Local Planning Authority to 
consider; and

- The Applicant must be made to convert the offices at No. 17 Manor House Street to 
residential before work can start to St Theresa's' - This will be secured by planning 
condition and goes to the heart of Officer approval.

6 Conclusions

Subject to the imposition of the attached conditions, the proposal is acceptable having been 
assessed in the light of all material considerations, including weighing against relevant policies of 
the development plan and specifically:

- The proposed development would go towards providing additional residential development 
within the City Centre by 2026, therefore the proposal accords with Policies CS1 and CS2 
of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011); 

- The proposed change of use and external alterations would not unacceptably harm the 
character or appearance of the locally listed building or street scene, and would preserve 
the setting of the Conservation Area. The proposal would therefore accord with Policies 
CS16 and CS17 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policies PP2 and 
PP17 of the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012); 

- The proposed change of use would not unacceptably harm the amenity of adjoining 
neighbours, and would ensure satisfactory living conditions for future occupiers, and 
therefore accords with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and 
PP3 and PP4 of the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012); and

- The proposal would not result in a highway safety hazard and sufficient car parking can be 
provided thereby according with Policies PP12 and PP13 of the Peterborough Policies DPD 
(2012).

7 Recommendation

The Director of Growth and Regeneration recommends that Planning Permission is GRANTED 
subject to the following conditions:
 
C 1 The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three years from 

the date of this permission.

Reason: In accordance with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as 
amended).

 
C 2 As illustrated on the submitted drawings (Location Plan Rev A and Drwg MHS/05G) no flat 

shall be occupied within the building known as St Theresa's, Manor House Street, until the 
prior approval consent for offices to 4x dwellings at 17 Manor House Street under reference 
16/00869/PRIOR has been implemented and at least one flat occupied, and thereafter No. 
17 Manor House Street shall remain in use as residential. 

Reason: In the interest of highway safety and to ensure the development site has sufficient 
off-street parking, in accordance with Policies PP12 and PP13 of the Peterborough Policies 
DPD (2012).
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C 3 The dwellings hereby approved shall not be occupied until the area shown as parking and 
turning on plan MHS/05G has been surfaced, marked out and drained, and that area shall 
not thereafter be used for any purpose other than the parking and turning of vehicles, in 
connection with the use of these dwellings and No. 17 Manor House Street, in accordance 
with Condition 2. 
 
Reason: In the interest of highway safety and to ensure the development site has sufficient 
off-street parking, in accordance with Policies PP12 and PP13 of the Peterborough Policies 
DPD (2012).

 
C 4 No dwelling shall be occupied until cycle parking spaces, covered, lit and secure, have 

been constructed as shown on plan MHS/05 Rev G, and that area shall not thereafter be 
used for any purpose other than the parking of cycles in connection with the use of the 
dwellings.

Reason: In the interest of Highway Safety, in accordance with Policies PP12 & PP13 of the 
Peterborough Planning Policies DPD.

 
C 5 Notwithstanding the submitted details, no development or demolition shall take place until a 

scheme for the hard and soft landscaping of the site has been submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority.  The scheme shall include details of the following:-

- Proposed finished ground and building slab levels
- Hard landscaping finishes 
- Planting plans including retained trees, species, numbers, size and density of 

planting 
- Details of any boundary treatment
- Bin storage, capable of accommodating 2 x 1100 bins and 2 x 360 bins.

The approved hard landscaping scheme shall be carried out prior to the occupation of the 
first dwelling hereby approved, or on completion of the development, whichever is sooner, 
and retained thereafter. 

The soft landscaping shall be carried out within the first available planting season following 
completion of the development or first occupation (whichever is the sooner) or alternatively 
in accordance with a timetable for landscape implementation which has been approved as 
part of the submitted landscape scheme.

Any trees, shrubs or hedges forming part of the approved landscaping scheme (except 
those contained in enclosed rear gardens to individual dwellings) that die, are removed or 
become diseased within five years of the implementation of the landscaping scheme shall 
be replaced during the next available planting season by the developers, or their 
successors in title with an equivalent size, number and species to those being replaced. 
Any replacement trees, shrubs or hedgerows dying within five years of planting shall 
themselves be replaced with an equivalent size, number and species.

Reason: In the interests of visual amenity and then enhancement of biodiversity in 
accordance with Policy PP16 of the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012). This is a pre-
commencement condition as these details needs to be agreed before development 
commences on site. 
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C 6 Prior to the commencement of any development or demolition, a Demolition and 
Construction Management Plan shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority. The Demolition and Construction Management Plan shall include (but 
not exclusively the following):- 

 Hours of working; 
 Parking, Turning and Loading/Unloading areas for all 

construction/contractors vehicles; 
 Site compounds/storage areas; 
 Temporary Access points; 
 Wheel cleansing facility details;    
 A noise management plan including a scheme for the monitoring of  

construction noise; 
 A scheme for the control of dust arising from building and site works;    
 Details of remedial measures to be taken if complaints arise during the 

construction period;
 Any temporary fencing; and    
 Any temporary lighting. 
 

The demolition and construction shall thereafter shall take place in accordance with the  
approved details. 

Reason: In the interests of the amenity of the area and highway and railway safety in 
accordance with Policy CS16 of the adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and 
PP12 of the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012). This is a pre-commencement condition as 
these details needs to be agreed before development commences on site. 

 
C 7 Notwithstanding the submitted details no external works or demolition shall take place until 

details of the materials to be used in the external surfaces of the development hereby 
approved have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  
The details submitted for approval shall include the name of the manufacturer, the product 
type, colour (using BS4800) and reference number. The development shall not be carried 
out except in accordance with the approved details. 

Reason: For the Local Planning Authority to ensure a satisfactory external appearance, in 
accordance with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policy 
PP2 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012). This is a pre-commencement 
condition as the details need to be agreed prior to any external works taking place. 

 
C 8 Prior to the occupation of the first flat details of a video and audio access control system, as 

well as a lighting scheme for the site, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority. Thereafter the access control and lighting system shall be 
implemented prior to the occupation of the first flat in accordance with the approved details 
and retained and maintained as such in perpetuity. 

Reason: In the interest of preventing vulnerability to and fear of crime, in accordance with 
Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011).

 
C 9 The ground floor amenity area to serve Unit 2 as shown on Drawing MHS/06G shall be 

made available prior to the occupation of this unit and retained thereafter in perpetuity for 
the benefit of this unit only.

Reason: In the interest of ensuring the future occupier of this unit would have sufficient 
amenity, in accordance with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) 
and PP3 and PP4 of the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012).
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C10 The development shall not begin until a scheme for noise insulation has been submitted to 
and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The scheme shall include measures 
to minimise the transmission of noise within the premises and between the adjoining 
properties. The scheme shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details 
before the premises are occupied and the noise insulation measures shall thereafter be 
retained. 

Reason: In the interests of protecting neighbour amenity and the amenity of future  
occupiers, in accordance with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) 
and PP3 and PP4 of the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012). This is a pre-commencement 
condition as these details need to be agreed prior to development commencing.

 
C11 Notwithstanding the submitted details and prior to the use of the room to which they relate 

the following units, listed below, and associated windows shall be fitted with obscure 
glazing (Pilkington level 3 or equivalent) and shall be affixed shut with the exception of a 
top opening vented window to the bathroom only, and shall thereafter be retained and 
maintained as such in perpetuity;

- Units 5 and 6 - West facing ground floor windows
- Units 8 and 11 - West facing first floor windows 

Reason: In the interest of protecting future occupier amenity, in accordance with Policy 
CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and PP3 and PP4 of the 
Peterborough Policies DPD (2012). 

C12 Prior to first occupation of the development a scheme of nesting boxes for birds shall be 
submitted  to  and  approved  in  writing  by  the  Local  Planning  Authority. The scheme  
shall cater for a number of different species such as House Sparrow, Starling and Swift and 
shall include  details  of  the  number  and  design  of  boxes  and  their  location.  The 
boxes shall thereafter be implemented before the building is first occupied.

Reason: In the interests of the enhancement of biodiversity in accordance with Policy PP16 
of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012).

 
C13 The development hereby approved shall be carried out in accordance with the following 

approved plans:

o Location Plan (Rev A)
o Block Plan
o MHS/02A - Existing site plan
o MHS/03B - Existing ground floor plan
o MHS/09A - Existing front elevation
o MHS/11A - Existing rear elevation
o MHS/12A - Existing side elevations 
o MHS/05G - Proposed side plan
o MHS/06G - Proposed ground floor plan
o MHS/07H - Proposed first floor plan
o MHS/08C - Proposed sections
o MHS/16C - Proposed rear elevation
o MHS/17D - Proposed side elevations 

Reason: To clarify the approved details and to ensure the development accords with the 
reasoning and justification for granting approval.
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION COMMITTEE

AGENDA ITEM 6

29 NOVEMBER 2016 PUBLIC REPORT

Cabinet Members responsible: Councillor Hiller - Cabinet Member for Growth, Planning, 
Housing and Economic Development

Contact Officer:
Reporting Officer:

Nick Harding (Head of Planning)
Paul Smith (Compliance and S106 Manager)

Tel. 454441
Tel. 453468 

PLANNING COMPLIANCE QUARTERLY REPORT ON ACTIVITY & PERFORMANCE JULY TO 
SEPTEMBER 2016 

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S
FROM : Director of Growth and Regeneration Deadline date : November 2016

That the Planning and Environmental Protection Committee notes past performance and outcomes.

1. PURPOSE AND REASON FOR REPORT

It is useful for Committee to look at the Planning Service’s planning compliance 
performance and activity and identify if there are any lessons to be learnt from the actions 
taken. This will help inform future decisions and potentially reduce costs. This report is 
presented under the terms of the Council’s constitution Part 3, delegations section 2 para 
2.5.1.4.

2. TIMESCALE.

Is this a Major Policy 
Item/Statutory Plan?

NO If Yes, date for relevant 
Cabinet Meeting

N/A

3. MAIN BODY OF REPORT

3.1 In the second quarter of 2016/17 we received a total of 163 service requests (we usually 
average 150 cases per quarter). Taking into account the number of cases closed over the 
period (116 cases) as at 30 September 2016 we had 166 live cases being investigated / in 
the process of being resolved. The Technical Services Team acknowledged 95% of new 
service requests within 3 working days this quarter, well above the target of 80%. 100% of 
initial site visits were made within 7 days of the service request being received, again well 
above the 80% target. A total of 8 enforcement notices were issued in the quarter. 2 
enforcement notices issued in the previous quarter have been complied with. There were 
no enforcement notices issued in the previous quarter that have not been complied with on 
time.

3.2 No Court Action was agreed to be taken this quarter.

3.3 No prosecutions have occurred this quarter. 

3.4 Please see the attached Appendix for further details of the Planning Compliance Team 
Quarterly Report on Activity and Performance.
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4. IMPLICATIONS

4.1 Legal Implications – There are no legal implications relating to this report on 
performance, although the enforcement process itself must have due regard to legal 
considerations and requirements.

4.2 Financial Implications – This report itself does not have any financial implications

4.2 Human Rights Act – This report itself has no human rights implications but the 
enforcement process has due regard to human rights issues.

4.2 Human Resources – This report itself has no human resources implications.  

4.2 ICT – This report itself has no ICT implications.  

4.2 Property – This report itself has no Property implications.

4.2 Contract Services – This report itself has no Contract Services implications. 

4.2 Equality & Diversity – This report itself has no Equality and Diversity Implications, 
although the enforcement process has due regard to such considerations.
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APPENDIX 1
INFORMATION ITEM: PLANNING COMPLIANCE TEAM QUARTERLY REPORT ON ACTIVITY 
& PERFORMANCE – (July to September 2016)

Description No. Comments
Complaints Received 163 The number of new cases has fallen by 10 

from the last quarter 
Complaints Resolved 
(cases closed as % of 
cases received)

116
(71%)

The number cases closed has fallen by 54 
from the last quarter

Complaints on 
Hand/Pending

166/126 Cases on hand has risen by 27 since the 
last quarter and the number of cases 
pending has risen by 21

Enforcement Notices Served
Planning Contravention 
Notice

2 16/00306/ENFCAR 66 St Marys Ave 
Wittering 
16/00382/ENFFLA 52 Eastfield Road 

Operational 
Development Notice

3 15/00428/ENFOTH 12 Park Road 
16/00202/ENFBUS 40 Cobden Street 
16/00290/ENFOTH  R/O 28 St Pauls Road

Change of Use Notice 3 16/00171/ENFREP 73 Gladstone Street  
16/00169/ENFOTH 81 - 83 New Road 
15/00307/ENFOTH Compass Barn Main 
Street Ufford 

Total Notices Served 8

Enforcement Notices Due and Complied With in the Quarter
Type Due Comment
Change of Use 16/00017/ENFCOU 202 Lincoln Road 

15/00231/ENFCOU 10 St Pauls Road 
Total Notices 
Complied with

2

Other Enforcement Notices Complied With in the Quarter
Type Due Comment
Total Notices 
Complied with

0

Enforcement Notices Due but Not Complied Within the Quarter
Site Date Due Comments

Total 0

Other Notable Outcomes
Breaches Remedied 34 16/00314/ENFCAR 22 Portman Close 

16/00337/ENFAD Stanground Com’ty Cent 
16/00432/ENFBCN 516 Oundle Road 
16/00279/ENFCAR,16/00280/ENFREP and 
16/00282/ENFCOU 23 Eye Rd Dogsthorpe
16/00282/ENFCOU 260 Eastfield Road 
16/00130/ENFBCN Milton Business Park 
Werrington Bridge Rd Milking Nook
16/00269/ENFBCN European Metal 
Recycling Ltd Welland Road Dogsthorpe 
16/00041/ENFMON Perkins Engines F’gate 
16/00348/ENFFLA 30 Eastfield Road 
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APPENDIX 1
15/00162/ENFBCN Tesco Dist’n Centre 
Parnwell Way Parnwell Peterborough
16/00212/ENFCOU 83 & 85 Cromwell Road
16/00309/ENFBCN Land S. of Woburn Dr
16/00311/ENFAD Former Little Chef Great 
North Road Wansford Peterborough
6/00227/ENFENC 52 Hetley Orton Goldhay 
16/00249/ENFREP 58 Ploverly Werrington
16/00326/ENFREP 225A Star Rd Eastgate
16/00298/ENFAD 22A Long Causeway P
16/00027/ENFCOU Land Adj 9 Fengate
16/00233/ENFBCN Former PDH Thorpe Rd
16/00193/ENFREP 23 College Pk Eastfield 
16/00194/ENFOTH 96 Guntons Road 
16/00272/ENFBCN Construction Ho. F’gate 
16/00306/ENFCAR 66 St Marys Avenue 
16/00316/ENFGAR 1 Green Lane Millfield 
16/00073/ENFACC Rear of  54 Church 
Street (now 2 Paradise Lane) Northborough 
16/00375/ENFREP 13 Atherstone Avenue 
16/00210/ENFBCN North Of Matley Pr Sch

Permissions granted 7 16/00351/ENFACC Adjacent Former Little 
Chef Great North Road Wansford
16/00328/ENFOTH 62 Cromwell Road 
16/00159/ENFMON 14 Old North Rd W’ford  
15/00545/ENFOTH Guildhall Walk
15/00460/ENFENC 1 The Nook Helpston 
16/00231/ENFGAR 172 Southfields Ave 
16/00242/ENFEXT 6 Earlswood

Court Action Agreed
Failure to comply with 
enforcement notice. Summons 
Issued
Total 0
Prosecutions
Total 0

Performance Measures
Description % / 

Time
Comments

% of cases closed within 8 weeks if No 
Breach found.

   89%  Target of 80%

Average time (weeks) to resolve all cases 
closed last quarter.

   11 
weeks

No Target

LPI % of complaints acknowledged within 3 
working days.

 95%  Target of 80%

LPI % of site inspections carried out within 7 
days of acknowledgement.

100 %  Target of 80%

Cumulative Compliance Performance
Description Target This quarter Yearly 

average
Enforcement cases closed 
within 8 weeks if no breach 
found.

80% within 8 weeks    89% 87%

Acknowledgement of 80% within 3    95% 96%
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enforcement complaints. working days
Enforcement site visits carried 
out within 7 days of 
acknowledgement.

80% within 7 days    100% 98% 
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